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1. l:tttrqducti~t~ 
The r-systole of a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is defined as the infimum of the volumes of 
the r-cycles in M, which are non-zero in the homology group Hr(M, Z). Loewner proved that, 
for any Riemannian metric g on the 2-torus S l x S 1, 
2 
sys h (g)sys h (g) <~ ~Vo l (g ) .  
See ~2, ~ec~t. irA) or ~3, SeeL )3).'~))e qaesfJon o~ the ex)sWnce o~ a cons:am c > ~) ~ora ~suztab)e) 
n-d,h'~meng~t)za5 m n'J_~o3 b )9)~ .s~c)9 ~.~.~ 
sys h (g)systn_ 1(g) ~< cVol(g) 
for any Riemannian metric g on M, is asked in [2, Sect. 3Q4] and [3, Sect. 4A3]. Counter- 
examp'les have been c~ns~_~ed byGJ'~mov ~y; 3 ~ .x 3 -~, ~m g f~e- ],] ~,lcff ~ r,r~ v~r S ~ v~ S~ : ~heze 
is a sequence of Riemannian metrics gn, n ~ N on S 1 x S 3, such that sys h (g~) > 1, syst3(gn) ~ n 3 
and Vol(gn) ~ n 2. See [2, Sect. 6]. Using a left-invariant metric on the 3-dimensional Heisenberg 
gr~,o, ~erarb-~ez~ery aob ~ )9~9y~ tw.~ZmcJ~t) e1.O~3 z,~ 2; ~ ~" ,~  s~O,~?~ ~),~),~ ,re~Cw,,g)~, 
shew'mg ~aI bbe z~ove "J~Ie_rsyslo))c )~etl~a))Iy Y~)s a)so Yo.," ,3" .x 3 3". "T~y ~so  suggest to ~,s~ 3o) 
geometry in their construction. See [ 1 ]. In this paper we use Sol geometry (see [5]) and generalize 
thee conS~v~¢i~on o3 ~3~b. 
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a compact orientable smooth manifold (connected, without boundary). 
Assume H~_~ (M,  Z) = 0 where dim(M) = n. Then there are constants c > 0 and ;k > 1 and a 
sequence of smooth Riemannian metrics g~, k ~ N on S ~ x M such that 
1. syst l(gg) > c, 
2. syst~(g~) ~ )~, 
3. Vol(g~) ~ k. 
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(The notations _ and ~ mean inequality and equality up to a multiplicative constant.) 
Corollary 1.1. With the exception of the case n = 1 (Loewner theorem), there is no constant c
such that the inequality syst systn <~ cVol holds for all Riemannian metrics on S t x S n. 
2. Sol metrics on T n x 
Let a=(a2 o) 
0 id 
be the n x n matrix where id is the n - 2 identity matrix, and where A2 e SL(2,  Z) is the 
hyperbolic element (2 ll)" (If n = 2 we put A2 = A.) The automorphism A induces an action 
of Z on Z n. We denote by F the corresponding semi-direct product. Let P2 E SL(2,  R) be such 
that P2A2P21 = D2, where 
o) 
D2 = X_  ! 
with )~ > 1. The automorphism D induces an action of ]R on IR n, where 
0 
D=(  D2 id ) "  
We denote by G the corresponding semi-direct product. The map which sends the element 
(v, m), v 6 Z n, m 6 Z of F to the element (P(v) ,  m), P(v)  ~ I~ ~, m ~ ]R of G where 
p=(P2  i O)  
makes F appear as a cocompact lattice in G. The quotient K = I ' \G  is a toms-bundle over the 
circle. Let Xl ..... x,,  t be the obvious coordinates on G. A basis of the Lie algebra of G is given 
by the left-invariant fields 
~.t 0 , ~-t 0 0 0 0 
Oxl 3x2' Ox3 . . . . .  OXn' Ot" 
We obtain a left-invariant Riemannian metric on G by requiring that hose fields are orthonormal. In
particular we obtain a Z-homogeneous Riemannian metric on the Z-cyclic covering T n x IR of K. 
3. An inoffensive subcylinder of T n × ~, 
Let V = IR x {0} C IR n and H ---- {0} x IR n-1 C l~ n. Let Vz = V fqZ n and Hz = 
H N Z ' .  We have a natural decomposition T" ----- S 1 x T "-1 where T n = P(zn)\]R n, S 1 = 
P(Vz) \P (V) ,  T "-1 = P (Hz) \P (H) .  As the left action of the free abelian subgroup P(Z  n) of 
G preserves, for each t 6 R, the flat (but not geodesic!) subspace ]R n x {t} of G and acts on it 
by usual Euclidean translations, the above decomposition of T ~ induces a decomposition of the 
quotient P (Z ' ) \G  = T" x ~. 
Consider the parametrisation [0, l] ~ × IR -~ T" x IR sending (sl ..... s,, t) to 
s iP  + . . .  +s .P  +t~.  
Ot 
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The subcylinder T ~- 1 x 11~ is described by the condition s 1 : 0. We denote by ~ the corresponding 
parametrisation. 
4. Gluing, embedding and smoothing 
For each k ~ 1~ we consider two copies T ~ x [0, k] with their Riemannian metric induced by 
the inclusion in T n x ]R and we glue them together along T n x {k}. By smoothing the metric 
on a (small) neighbourhood of T ~ x {k} in the resulting manifold, we obtain a family of smooth 
Riemannian metrics rk on the product of the n-toms with the interval (T n x I, rk) such that 
the two boundary (flat) toil are described by the quotient P(zn) \ ]R  n. By keeping tracks of the 
decomposition T n x IR = S l x T n-1 x IR in the above construction, we get a decomposition 
T n × I ---- S l x T n-I x I. We embed T ~-1 x I in M and then, using the product structures 
of T ~ x I = S l x (T ~-1 x I) and S 1 x M we extend this embedding to an embedding of 
T ~ x I in S 1 x M. Let gk, k ~ N be a family of smooth Riemannian metrics on S 1 x M such 
that gklr ,  × i = rk and such that the restriction of gk tO (S 1 X M) \ (Tn  X I)  does not depend on k. 
(Such metrics can be obtained as follows. Use the fact that the set of Riemannian metrics on a 
manifold is convex, then use a partition of unity-like function to smooth and glue neighbourhoods 
of the boundaries of the form boundary x interval.) 
5. The volume and the 1-systole 
T ~ x [0, k] covers k times the compact K. Hence VoI(T ~ x [0, k]) ~ k. This shows that 
Vol(T ~ × I, rk) ~ 2k and we get Vol(gk) "~ 2k +const  where const = Vol((S 1 x M)\ (T  n x I ) ) .  
If there xists a group acting by isometries and with bounded quotient on a Riemannian manifold 
X (for example if X is compact) and if H1 (X, Z) is non-zero, then syst 1X > 0. We are in a mixed 
situation. Our manifolds have bigger and bigger parts T n x [0, k] which we call Z-homogeneous 
and they also contain the (bounded) part (S  1 x M)\ (T  ~ x I). A small loop of S 1 x M is contained 
either in the Z-homogeneous part or in the 1-neighbourhood f the bounded part. This shows that 
there exists c > 0 such that 
sysh (gk)  > c,  Vk  E N.  
6. A calibration for the n-systole 
On G, consider the dual 1-forms ~.tdx2, dx3 . . . . .  dxn, dt  of the fields 
a a a a ~-- t  
ax2'  ax3 . . . . .  axn'  at" 
As the fields are left-invariant, he 1-forms are also left-invariant. Hence their wedge product 
09 ~- ~t dx2. . ,  dxn dt  gives a left-invariant -form on G. We denote also by to the induced form 
onT  n ×IR. 
For each k e N, k > 3, we choose a partition of unity-like function q~k : [0, k] ~ [0, 1] such 
that q~k is zero on [0, l] and [k - 1, k] and equal to 1 on [2, k - 2]. We extend ~k to T n x [0, k] by 
requiring that q~k is constant on the fibers of the projection T n x [0, k] --* [0, k]. Finally, recalling 
that T ~ x [0, k] C T n × I C S 1 x M, we extend ~bk by zero outside of T n x [0, k]. 
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The comass of an n-form ~2 is defined as the supremum of the values of ~ on all orthonormal n- 
frames in the Riemannian manifold where ~2 lives (see [3, Sect. 4A 1 ]). For each k ~> 4 the comass 
of ~k = dpkW is equal to 1. We notice that dq~k = (adpk/Ot) dt and that d~o = 0. Hence d~2k = O. 
7. Computing the n-systole 
According to the Kiinneth formula ([4, App. A6]) and the hypothesis nn_ 1 (M, Z) = 0, we 
have Hn(S 1 x M, Z) --~ H, (M,  Z). Let E be an n-cycle in M. As we want a lower bound on 
Vol(E) we can assume that []~] is the fundamental class of M. 
Vol(Z) >~ frff2~ = fg f2k .  
(This is the calibration argument: he inequality follows from the bound on the norm of the comass 
and the equality is an application of Stoke's formula.) 
fMg2k=fT~-,×tO.k]qbkw>/fr.-l×t2,k_2]w:f[O, ll.-t×[2,k_2] ~p*w" 
The scalar product (P (a/axz) ,  O/Ox2) = a is non-zero and we can choose P such that a is 
positive. We get (~*w)(Sz ..... sn, t) = aX t so that 
fM f2 k-2 ~k .  ~'~k ~ a Xtdt >" 
8. Question 
Does the intersystolic nequality sys h syst 2 ~< const Vol hold for T3? 
Added in proof. In their preprint "Systolic softness of orientable manifolds" Babenko and Katz 
have recently answered this question by the negative. 
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